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ABSTRACT 

 WEATHERED is a means to give back and say thanks to all who have helped me through 

life and offer similar aid to anyone willing to listen. Presented within the CRAIVE Lab at the 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Technology Park on March 4th, 4pm to 8pm, it depicts an 

allegorical journey of survival, change, and rediscovery as people are reunited with their identity 

after separating themselves from it as a means of survival. 

 In the Thesis, the autobiographical forces behind WEATHERED are defogged, revealing a 

personal past of birth, growth, abuse, survival, and healing. It will further unravel and look 

deeper into the artwork's use of allegory, its development process, and conceptual decisions and 

symbolism, all in conjunction with the artist's creative growth and metamorphosis.



 

1. THE INTRO 
 

 My earliest memory is quite peaceful. Laying in a soft white bed, I look around at a 

sleepy blue room and all its inhabitants and wonders. Floating somewhere in the corner furthest 

from me is a distant box, pulsing joyfully in all manner of yellows and oranges, colors later 

described to me as the Lion King. To my left is a door, large, solid, and closed. Its colors, similar 

to the yellows from the cartoon, are more faded, dull, and quite a bit darker. They do not glow. I 

am told that that door leads to a closet, eventually the place I could be found when not in my bed. 

Between us is a curtain, partially open, but all-surrounding in its attempt to shield me from 

foreign elements. Its translucent nature casts a hazy gaze over everything beyond it, masking me 

from the unknown. Where the curtain parts resides the only other person in the room. She towers 

over my bed, leaning over as if to shield me as well, this time from some impending attack, or 

possibly she intends to pick me up to comfort and ensure that all will be okay. She is my mother. 

Her form, a blurry but warm silhouette, glows with an aura of pure white, as the large square 

window directly beyond her fills the room with light. 

 At the time, I was two years old, living within a quarantined plastic tent in a hospital. I 

had an asthma attack and was isolated due to some complications with my sister being sick as 

well. I don't remember being scared or frightened, but rather filled with wonder. This single 

memory, this static moment in time, this early introduction to the world contains a simple 

narrative that, in a poetic sort of way, foreshadows my entire life up until now, and consequently 

– WEATHERED. Because the piece is an allegorical representation of my own journey through 

life, it shares its emotional details with those from my childhood. To make visible the reasons for 

which I portray the journey the way that I did, I will elaborate here on my own experiences. 
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2. RECOLLECTION 

 In the early 90s, my siblings and I enjoyed what seemed to be an average middle class 

childhood. We had toys, played in a grassy yard, got each other sick and into trouble, and all-

around enjoyed life. It is also during this time also that we became semi-aware of our passions; 

and I found myself playing with computers. 

 Being born into a fairly well-off middle class household, I had access to some special 

benefits, especially since my biological father was a music professor at a large university. In our 

basement, a computer sat high up on a desk, a desk that on some days was a fort or castle. I 

remember sitting on a tower of pillows so that I could reach the keyboard and mouse, drawing 

renditions of my stuffed animals in a painting program called Claris Works. I would spend as 

much time as I could drawing with that old computer. (These sessions never lasted long, though, 

because my father did not want us playing video games, watching television, or generally 

looking at screens, even though he spent a great deal of his time on the computer.) As I got older, 

I kept creating, if not with the computers I would eventually find in my school classrooms, then 

with whatever objects or utensils I could find.1 

 Like my taste in art supplies, I began to see slowly that my household wasn't 

conventional, and later that it was disintegrating and had been since it began. I am told that my 

mother wanted to divorce my biological father even before she became pregnant with my older 

sister, then had decided to stay only until the baby was born. But that isn't the way it happened. I 

remember sitting at the bottom of a dark stairway, looking up to a dark hallway, listening to the 

screams. There is another memory when Ken hits my mother in the head, then tells my siblings 

and I to get in the car. We are going to take my mom to the hospital because she is “sick.” We 

                                                           
1 Often these materials came from the trash. 
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get into the van frightened and crying, while my mom climbs in with a bloody cloth against her 

head. These events occurred when I was in the fourth grade, around nine years old, and they 

were not the only ones. This kind of brutality was going long before I was even born; it just 

became more apparent to me the older I got. 

 Not long into my fourth grade year I was told that my parents were getting divorced. 

Then came the custody decision. What I know now as a Jekyll and Hyde abuser, my biological 

father was very secretive. In public, he was friendly to just about everyone, but at home he let 

down his restraints. Because of this lie, bolstered by his position as a composer and a tenured 

professor, many thought he was a respectable person. When it came down to who would get 

custody of the kids, he was seen as a better fit. It was between a high-standing member of the 

community and a pianist, who he claimed, and with the help of bribing a counselor, was out-of-

her-mind. Thankfully, he was not given full custody, only something close to it. I could still see 

my mother on Saturday and Sunday. As I entered the fifth grade, I also entered a new stage in 

my life – joint custody. 

 My father tried his best to keep my mom from getting any money, which made it difficult 

for her to find a house. Working as a piano teacher and part time lecturer hours away at local 

university – she eventually she got enough money to get one. It wasn't much to look at, fairly 

run-down and dilapidated. It was also completely empty. For a little while, whenever I stayed 

there I had to sleep on the floor of an empty room because my mother couldn't afford furniture, 

or food. It was during this split time that I began to see a love and kindness I hadn't 

comprehended before. Friends of my mom, people who knew what had really happened, brought 

loads of food, blankets, clothes, and even furniture to our new house. They would arrive 

unannounced, usually late in the evening, and it would be like an early Christmas. Some even 
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came to help us fix up the house. Not one asked for anything in return. I'll never be able to thank 

them enough. However, on Monday Mornings, it was time to head back to my biological father. 

 After my parents separated, my siblings and I were the only other people in his house, 

which made us the new targets. My brother, sisters, and myself all made choices that changed 

our relationship with the world, each other, and ourselves. But our suffering wasn't ignored. Our 

mother, in spite of the odds, and after having lost the first time around, went back to court 

penniless, and with the best lawyer in Knoxville, to get us out. The custody battle lasted around 

four years. In other words, that was four years of being with an unleashed Ken.2 

 Screaming and hitting became the pretty standard behavior. We tried to maintain our 

normalcy by hanging out with friends, playing games in the neighborhood. It was very 

confusing. Sometimes, my father would seem kind, and it would make me wonder who really 

was the 'bad guy' between him and my mother. We were all quite young, and our understanding 

of the situation was blurry – all except my older sister, who never seemed to be confused. She 

took over when our mother was absent, fighting our abusive dad every moment of every day, and 

my brother did the same. Fighting with Ken became a lifestyle. To survive, my younger sister 

and I did the opposite. We hid, retreating from the hostility into our own safe spaces to keep 

from seeing the storm around us. 

 In my room, I would tinker, draw, and make silly contraptions in an effort to distract 

myself from my environment. Ironically this is when I worked a lot with computers and 

continued to pursue using them as a form of expression. There was a blue iMac G3 in my room, 

given to me as part of our dad's plan to keep us wondering who was the 'bad' parent. I attached 

myself to it day and night. I would draw on it, make crude animations, dissect programs, and 

                                                           
2 Even though now, my sisters and I have talked about what happened, I can only truly speak for my own 

experiences and feelings. 
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play games. This lifestyle may have helped me somewhat avoid the physical conflict, but it 

failed to protect me from the mental damage. Over time my reclusive behavior became habit, 

engrained and assimilated into my lifestyle. In school or in public, I retreated, adopting a shy 

persona. My decision to live this life of solitude was an unconscious one, and a painful one. 

Many nights I spent crying and wishing I had friends and hating myself for being so shy. It was 

all survival. 

 As the custody battle dragged on, living with the abuse became more difficult. He bugged 

the house with hidden microphones and other devices and presented the recordings as evidence 

in court. He lurked around our rooms at night. This made us all paranoid. No where was safe, not 

even in our own rooms. Those of us who were fighting fought harder. The rest of us hid deeper. I 

began setting traps to keep my dad out of my room. Thumbtacks were scattered on the floor, 

spiked flails strung to a ceiling fan. When I was in seventh grade, I 'tricked' him into giving me 

some money for a birthday party and used it to buy a BB gun from a kid at school. I slept with it 

under my pillow. It seemed that we were responding to our biological father's slyness with our 

own. The fear and the abuse and the shields became all part of a new life.  

 Eventually my older sister and I were brought to court to testify, and, unbeknownst to us, 

this meant we were near the end. The chamber was blue, and I sat in a big chair in front of a 

window. The judge was behind a large wooden desk, the stenographer beside him. My father and 

his lawyer sat across from me on a dark leather couch. I think my mother and hers were sitting 

behind me. The judge asked me what I had seen and experienced, and I told him everything I 

could. I remember still Ken's glare as I spoke. On the seventeenth of March, 2004, my mom was, 

at last, granted full custody. 

 But the damage had been done. The years following were not as easy as we had imagined 
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they might be. Each one of us had walls still built up that were tightly integrated into our lives. 

The tools we developed for survival were still in place. My older sister and younger brother 

found themselves progressively getting angrier. My younger sister and I became continuously 

distant from the world. It was an endless progression in which we refused to acknowledge the 

choices we had made and the place we had come from. We wanted no part in revisiting it, or 

accepting it. 

 As time went on, our behavior worsened and we were all falling into bad crowds. My 

mother did her best to help us, but in the end we were older and weren't listening to her as we 

had in the past. When I was starting high school, she remarried. It wasn't easy adjusting to 

another father, especially since our last one was so deranged. He was kind and patient, and in 

time we came to see him as family, in spite of the many occasions of attacking him in fear that 

he would switch into a monster at any moment. Both he and my mother decided eventually that 

we all needed a change in atmosphere. We left our home state of Tennessee for a more rural side 

of the country, southern Vermont, a place that I had never heard of. It was in this place so far 

removed from our past that we would finally sit down and talk about what happened and figure 

out how to continue on with our lives. 

 Every day after school the bus driver dropped me off at the end of our long dirt road. 

Walking the wooded and peaceful path gave me a cleansing moment to think. About this new 

life. About all that had happened. About the people in the tiny high school I was attending who 

wanted to know my name and who cared about the projects and the doodles I was continuously 

working on. When I was home my mother would try to talk to me about what had happened, but 

I was still living in my shell. However, for the first time, I could see more clearly who I was 

becoming, and that wasn't the person I wanted to be. A determination began to surface, a 
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determination to change.  

 Day by day, I would spend a little bit of time with my parents. They seemed to be the 

safest company, because I started to feel that they wouldn't judge me. We would make small talk. 

I told them about my day and they told me about theirs. Although this wasn't enough, and I knew 

it. I was scared though, scared to tell them my side of the story. The mistakes I had made from 

living in the abuse haunted me, and I hated myself for them. But the lurking paranoia, the shields 

– these found a way to get me to talk. One night, when I was heading to bed, I felt an all 

encompassing darkness surround me. It was the same feeling I got when I had been around Ken. 

And I knew exactly what was causing it.  

 The next morning I found my parents and after a long silence, I told them everything. 

About the lies I had told, the destructive choices I had made, the secrets I had kept, and 

ultimately, about the abuse I had endured. I left nothing out. And in spite of everything, they still 

loved me. They never yelled at me, or told me I was wrong or bad; they simply accepted me. Of 

course they had already known or expected most of it and were just waiting for me to trust them 

or anyone enough to face the past, but I didn't understand that at the time. I couldn't believe how 

easy it was to let go.  

 Like any victim of abuse, my past is not something to be ashamed of and it is not my 

fault. The choices I made from the abuse were a response to living in a psychological sickness 

and not knowing how to adjust to anything else. After taking an audience through a similar 

journey of violence and fear, WEATHERED reflects this self-accepting conviction. 

 

3. AUTOBIOGRAPHY, ALLEGORY, AND AN OPEN DOOR POLICY 

 This long tale of birth, trauma, and recovery is the foundation for WEATHERED's 
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narrative. I wanted to use its central essence, that of finding yourself again after it gets lost in the 

murky depths of a trauma, as the theme for my project. However, keeping the narrative less 

literal was essential because my intention went beyond telling my specific story. Instead I chose 

to use symbols and imagery to inspire an audience to potentially feel emotions from their own 

personal narratives in the piece. Approaching the autobiography as if it were an allegorical tale 

seemed to be the best option to achieve this goal. 

 Essayist Philippe LeJeune defines autobiography as a “retrospective prose narrative 

written by a real person concerning his own existence, where the focus is his individual life, in 

particular the story of his personality.”3 In WEATHERED the “story of … personality” is the 

important part, and is the central figure in the piece. It is, however, abstracted into a more 

universal context. 

 Masking the reality and experience behind the autobiography is a decision that not only 

opens up the narrative to include others' stories, but also that subverts an ongoing disagreement 

between autobiographical theorists about the importance of WEATHERED's references to fact. 

Theorist Paul John Eakin states that “autobiography was [once] ranged along with biography and 

history as one of the artless literates of fact.”4 But in recent years, he continues, there has been a 

push to ground “autobiography as an imaginative art, with special emphasis on its fictions.”5 In 

other words, in the past 20 years, the constructed nature of memoir is being emphasized as a 

fabrication as more authors become the artists of their own recorded lives. Where in the past 

nonfiction was seen as less altered or symbolically portrayed than the figurative mechanics of 

fiction, contemporary theorists now claim that memoir is and has always been an art form. 

                                                           
3 Philippe Lejeune, "The autobiographical pact," On autobiography (1989): 4. 
4 Paul John Eakin, Touching the world: Reference in autobiography, Princeton University Press, 1992, 29. 
5 Ibid., 29. 
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WEATHERED's narrative adopts the themes of my past experiences and transposes them into a 

new context, a form in which once-literal truths have been abstracted into pieces of a simpler 

fictitious narrative.  

 In the story's new state, the importance of whether or not specific memories are conveyed 

becomes unimportant. However, this does not mean the facts used to render the story should be 

disregarded. From the perspective of the author, me in this case, the events seeding the content 

are real and have such strong feelings associated with them that the author is inspired to build a 

piece around them. To discount them entirely would be to discount the author's life and 

experiences, and thus the foundation for the artwork.  At the same time, autobiography can be 

quite specific and personal, which that can narrow the opportunities of the audience when it 

comes to placing themselves within the story and, perhaps, of identifying as fully with the 

content. 

 Autobiography in the context of this thesis is based upon memories of trauma, memories 

that are subject to conscious and unconscious altercations to preserve mental stability. Theorists 

Sidone Smith and Julia Watson claim that “in such [traumatic] narratives, the problem of 

recalling and recreating a past life involves organizing the inescapable but often disabling force 

of memory and negotiating its fragmentary intrusions with increasing, if partial, understanding.”6 

This notion, and the fact that I was very young, is another reason why I chose to disassemble my 

past and piece it back together in an abstracted way. In spite of comparing and discussing my 

past with my family who endured the same events, the memories are vague and mostly absent. 

Thinking back to the time living in abuse, my memory only maintains a few specific moments. 

As expected, the years afterward are much clearer. Blending the specific elements of the memoir 

                                                           
6 Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, 

Minneapolis, US: University of Minnesota Press, 2002, 22. 
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into a more general and poetic passage felt like the best option to convey meaning and establish a 

universality to the symbols. More importantly, it allowed me to place greater emphasis on the 

general emotions of fear and trust rather than on the circumstances of my own childhood. 

 Working out the narrative of WEATHERED put me in a position from which I could see 

all the pieces of my past at once, viewing them and analyzing them as a coherent story. Looking 

at all the memories in unison was a final therapeutic act to accept my past and mark my complete 

acceptance of it. Suzette A. Henke calls it “scriptothereapy,” a process by which a victim's 

writing or speaking about trauma can “give voice to what was previously unspeakable.”7 This 

became true in the case of WEATHERED's development. However, I not only solidified a outlet 

for the past; I also formalized a means of giving thanks to the people who helped guide me 

through the trauma and the subsequent recovery. I alone was never the intended audience for the 

artwork in the first place. It was never about healing myself. 

 A dear friend to me, and a major support when my family and I were living through the 

custody battle, told me recently: “I still enjoy throwing out life jackets to folks who are 

struggling, getting much joy from seeing them swim safely again.” He is in his 80s, living with 

Parkinson's disease, and is still doing his best to help people through life. He is only one of the 

incredible group of people who showed me along the way that life is worth getting out of a shell 

for.  

 Aside from giving thanks, the other goal of WEATHERED is to offer people the 

opportunity to find comfort and strength in facing their own traumas. Smith and Watson argue 

that “narrators of trauma are often attentive to the therapeutic effects the narrative might have on 

their readers; for they may understand their projects as acts of collective remembering, offering 

                                                           
7 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, 2002, 22. 
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readers a possibility of community in identifying with their stories.”8 They continue to list 

examples of authors who use their own memoirs to communicate with and empower others in 

similar situations.9 However, they warn against the danger of scriptotherapy as being a means to 

become “more self-absorbed than therapeutic, as writing trauma becomes a means of 

perpetuating its self-involvement.”10 Essentially, writing about the pain keeps it current and 

alive, especially when people are constantly reading and engaging with the content. That said, I 

don't entirely agree with this self-absorbed loop of negative emotions. 

 In general, it sounds fairly discouraging to imply that most people are more likely to 

wallow in the darkest parts of humanity than to acknowledge and celebrate the brighter ones. I 

agree that focusing too intensely on the negative events is unhealthy. However, sweeping the 

pain “under the rug” and ignoring it can be equally counterproductive. As I've found in my own 

life, we need to accept the things that happen to us, good or bad, in order to move on and 

establish healthy directions for ourselves. Turning our backs on trauma will not extinguish it 

from our past. It is freeing to face it, see it for what it is, embrace it as something that did happen 

to you, and let it go. 

 Everyone feels pain and experiences some kind of trauma at some point in their lives. The 

degrees and intensity vary, but the pain remains the same. No single trauma is greater or lesser 

than another. The fact remains that the tragedy should have never occurred. But it did, and we 

must decide how to process it, a choice that can be difficult to navigate. Utilizing the open and 

abstracted narrative structure, WEATHERED allows viewers to identify their own struggles 

within the conflict of the plot, and possibly to use their projections in tandem with the story's 

                                                           
8 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, 2002, 23. 
9 Authors mentioned are Nancy Mairs, Elizabeth Wurtzel, and Marya Hornbacher. 
10 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography : A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, 2002, 23. 
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direction to find some sort of resolution or understanding within themselves. 

 A visual and interactive allegory ended up becoming the vessel WEATHERED took on 

because of my desire to keep the autobiographical content simple, approachable, and universal. 

With that said, some view autobiography as an allegory initially, where the pieces of one's 

constructed-self are governed by “allegorical structures and effects.”11 David Herman proposes 

that through the contemporary framework discussed by Eakins, since autobiographies feature 

“artful manipulation of details and events,” they can be understood as “allegories of selves.”12 

He further writes that the constructed and fictional nature of both autobiography and allegory is 

related to “selves [being] chosen over other selves and in response to conditions and constraints 

that those other (possible) selves would be incapable, or less capable, of negotiating.”13 

Basically, constructing a story of one's self naturally means the author is making choices about 

what to say, how it is said, and the context of its delivery. Therefore, “autobiographies allegorize 

selves by constructing personae of a broadly symbolic import.”14 In terms of WEATHERED, 

manipulating my memories and simplifying them into a narrative, and making decisions about 

the representation of ideas, naturally gives way to an allegorical form. 

 Removing the focus on the story's truthfulness and placing it instead within an allegorical 

context, the presented narrative, its contents, and all the elements that make up the final piece are 

appropriately emphasized. This eliminates the possibility of an audience viewing and 

understanding it as a story wholly outside of their own; instead it allows them to give meaning to 

the symbols with their own experiences. Musician Kate Bush's concept album The Ninth Wave 

(1985) engages with this very method, for her inspiration came from actual memories with her 
                                                           
11 David Herman, 1995, "Autobiography, allegory, and the construction of self." British Journal of Aesthetics 35: 

360-361. 
12 Ibid., 351. 
13 Ibid., 352. 
14 Ibid., 352. 
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mother.15 Discussing the album she talks about her childhood nightmares and how she would 

wait for her mother to awaken before embracing her, a narrative that follows the progression of 

the album's stranded heroin who endures terror and waits to be rescued.16 Here the album is not 

directly mirroring Bush's personal memories, but rather uses the narrative ark and general feeling 

to allow for a more open ended, accessible, and emotional interpretation of its content. This 

method essentially allows the audience to make their own interpretations of the content and 

shape it into an autobiography of themselves. 

 

4. THE PURSUIT OF PROCESS 

 These past few months, I have felt as though I am entering into a new and permanent 

creative path. If any idea comes to my mind, any task handed out to me, any creative impulse, I 

have the confidence to attempt it. And more importantly, to build answers that come from my 

own understanding and developed techniques. Essentially, I love what I make because I made it 

in a way that I love. At last I have arrived to this comfortable, personally-assured place. 

 But developing a process has been and will continue to be a life-long journey. Years from 

now, it may be different that what it currently is, but it will always build upon my oldest 

tendencies. When I was a small child, dismantling and repairing my environment was my 

beloved pastime, tools and toys especially. Now the interest includes environment, people, 

software, and myself. This love of, in a sense, dissection fostered a mindset of self-teaching. 

Assemblage artist Joseph Cornell embodied a similar belief in his own self-taught practice of 

                                                           
15 "'The Ninth Wave' by Kate Bush." Oh by the way...(blog), Accessed April 1, 2017, 

http://ohbythewayblog.blogspot.com/2014/08/the-ninth-wave-by-kate-bush.html. 
16 Ibid. 
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breaking down, collecting, and building new objects from the reinterpretation of found pieces.17 

His collage Untitled (Encrusted Clown) (Souvenirs for Singleton) (1946) was built from scraps 

and discarded trinkets recovered from the streets of New York City, and uses their reformed 

arrangement to offer insights into his feelings on caring for his younger brother with cerebral 

palsy.18 Embedding deep personal emotions within an art piece is something that I am just 

beginning to approach.  

 My early years, painting in Claris Works, planted the seeds for a future of hand-worked 

textures. Later, working with discarded items to make myself toys foreshadowed a future of 

modeling and game development. My childhood passions and dreams relentlessly persevered. 

This journey has led me to find my own way through computer graphics, unconsciously building 

a vocabulary which I would use to shape my own creative voice. 

 One of the factors that led me to game development was freeware, or free software. Years 

ago, in high school, a friend and I built a computer from discarded parts. It wasn't much; in fact it 

was quite slow and low on hard drive space. However, it had a modem which enabled a dial-up 

connection. I found myself scouring the Internet and through old, basic sites, grabbing tiny 

games independent developers and artists were making. These people intrigued me because they 

were single-handedly making games from their home computers. Their 25 kilobyte games were 

immensely impressive to me. So I slowly began taking them apart to figure out how they could 

be so successful.  

 One of the best things about most freeware at the time was that nothing was encrypted. 

All files used by the game sat right in front of you, ready at any time to be examined. Using the 

                                                           
17 Joseph Cornell and Lynda Roscoe Hartigan, Joseph Cornell: Navigating the Imagination, Peabody Essex 

Museum, 2007. 
18 Rona Cran, Collage in Twentieth-Century Art, Literature, and Culture: Joseph Cornell, William Burroughs, 

Frank O'Hara, and Bob Dylan, Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2014, 51. 
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simple functions of Microsoft Paint, I would make crude texture edits to personalize my gaming 

experience. And with the help of another basic program, Notepad, I would open up and explore 

their configuration and code files. This usually ended in me breaking the games beyond repair, 

but it was exciting to edit a few symbols and see how the game would change. The more I edited, 

the greater my interest in discovering more freeware became, an interest that I still have to some 

degree. As time went on, I gathered bigger and more complex games, setting up downloads 

overnight and on friends' faster networks. Some games became my hubs of experimentation and 

personal game development playgrounds. 

 Knytt Stories (2007) was one of the first games that captured my attention for a prolonged 

amount of time, and one that I still play today. The game can be classified as a 2D platformer, 

where the player moves an avatar across a flat 2D environment. Mechanically, the game places 

users in a large environment tasked with gathering power-ups that progressively unlock new, 

more difficult, areas until the end is reached. This is often referred to as the “locks and keys” 

progression.19 This is not the only mythology of game play though. It is generally set up so that 

there are multiple episodic narratives the player can navigate, and even has a built-in editing 

program to allow users to create their own unique scenarios. This map editor made working with 

the game easier than past games, which allowed me to undertake more ambitious 

modifications.20 Eventually my almost singular use for the game was as a platform upon which I 

could practice drawing my own textures, or images that define the color of 2D and 3D objects. 

The game's engine would take in a tile-sheet, or collection of icons mapped onto a 2D image, and 

allow an editor to arrange the tiles to create environments (and stories) on the screen. Drawing 
                                                           
19 Joris Dormans, "Integrating emergence and progression," In Think Design Play: Proceedings of the 2011 Digital 

Games Research Association Conference, Hilversum the Netherlands, 2011, 4. 
20 A map editor, or any game editor, is a program that contains tools, specificity tailored to its parent game, that 

generally make editing and creating custom content easier and more intuitive. Editing can be accomplished 
without the user needing to know or understand the game's inner-workings and mechanics. 
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tile-sheets was more comforting at the time due to their small size; I did not have to worry about 

massive amounts of details.  

 Another free game that had a lasting impression was Cube 2: Sauerbraten (2004). It was 

designed to be an open source 3D first-person-shooter. However, I did not spend much time 

playing it. One of its primary features was a real-time in-game world editor. I spent hours 

building maps and applying textures to them. It also featured a light-map generator, which would 

draw shadows on the world based upon where users would place light sources, a feature that 

introduced me to concept of rendering, the process by which a computer generates images (and 

special effects) based on input data. I would set the program up to render the light-maps, leave, 

and return some time later to see the result. 

 This game also utilized simple 3D character models in the old Quake II (1997) md2 file 

format.21 Quake II is an early game that utilized 'mods,' or design changes made by players. It's 

predecessor, Quake (1996), is largely considers to be where the term 'mod' originated and is 

believed to be the software that championed the concept initially.22 I downloaded hundreds of 

these models and avatar 'skin' mods, opened them up in an md2 viewer, and just stared at them.23 

These models and characters had a wide range of forms; some were mutant space lizards, some 

were angry cyborg nannies, and some were walking chairs. But despite their variety, every single 

one was low resolution, which meant they had low-polygonal meshes and very small textures. In 

spite of this, I was fascinated at how something so simple and reduced could look so amazing. A 

few times I attempted to edit the textures of some of these models, but the way in which the 

                                                           
21 Quake II was an old 3D first-person-shooter developed by id Software in 1997. 
22  Olli Sotamaa, "Computer Game Modding, Intermediality and Participatory Culture," New Media (2003): 6. 
23 Md2 refers to specific file format of a model or mesh used that is read by game engines. 
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textures were laid out or unwrapped, really confused me.24 This lead me on a search to find 

modeling programs that could read the md2 format and allow me to edit the textures directly on 

the models. I never actually found one that worked, but the journey led me to begin my 

exploration into 3D animation software. 

 Before I moved north, a friend introduced me to Blender, a free open source modeling 

and animation program. We were both excited, because it had a game engine built into it, so all 

those game ideas we had come up with could finally come into being. Or so we thought. I 

downloaded the program, opened it up and was stunned by all of the buttons, menus, and strange 

lingo. It was immediately closed. Not long later, I booted it back up and decided to experiment 

with it, determined to make something. After some time, a snowman was created, placed in a 

scene of cloned pine-trees. 

 

 Not long after, I was trying to digitally recreate some of my physical action figures, but, 

not being one for instruction manuals, I had a slow time figuring out how the program worked. 

In the meantime I played more games. After exploring the inner workings of so many freeware 

games, attempting to understand them, and trying to create my own content for them, playing 

any game became somewhat of a technical adventure. As games unfolded before me, I was both 

consciously and unconsciously breaking them down, trying to figure out just how they were 

made. This was much easier to do with games because, unlike most mainstream 3D animations, 

games need to be rendered in real time (as the player plays), so their construction must be simple 

enough for the computer to draw instantaneously. Pinpointing the processes and techniques used 

                                                           
24 The term 'Unwrap' refers to the flattening of a 3D form into a 2D form. It is similar to wrapping an object with 

masking tape, cutting seams into the tape, and then peeling it off The removed tape it is the flattened version of 
the initial object. 
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to achieve this became a persistently fun past time, one that I still continue. 

 

Figure 4.1: My first Blender render, 2008 

 

 The major influence responsible for my continued pursuit of game development and 

animation was given to me after moving north late in 2008. Bethesda's role-playing adventure 

game The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion (2006) permanently changed my creative lens. I installed it, 

played it, and then discovered its modding capabilities. The game was built to be altered or 

added upon by its players, so a fully fledged editing program similar to that used by the 

developers to create the game themselves was released with the PC version. Almost any aspect 

of the game could be reforged into whatever the 'modder,' or designer, desired. It is through this 

program that I slowly took to the game development environment, teaching myself to created 

meshes, animations, textures, programing scripts, and some sounds as well. 

 Most, if not all, of my Oblivion mods were silly and game-breaking. There were, 

however, some more serious ones, in which I tried my hardest to create photo-realistic characters 
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and imagery.  

 At the same time that I was editing Oblivion, I was also attending high school and then 

college, following a path of animation. My experiences in editing this game became the fuel for 

my stylistic and technical decisions in general. As I got more into Blender and became a better, 

more efficient creator within its capabilities, I started pushing myself to create scenes and objects 

of greater fidelity. It wasn't long after, however, that I found that the greater the resolution of a 

model, the more computing power I needed, and the more work was surrendered over to the 

computer. This was troublesome. Working with computer graphics began to feel gradually like I 

was working and less like I was playing. However I was still using every waking moment to 

make content for Oblivion and other games. I couldn't help myself. 

 As time passed, I began to understand that the source of my growing unease with 

animation was the use or push for high fidelity creations. Using the techniques I had uncovered 

from games, I began to simplify my process. I painted smaller textures and modeled lower 

resolution meshes. This renewed my appreciation and love for the field, and every project 

afterward became a testament to simplification while still maintaining visual accuracy. One by 

one, projects became more fun, and consequently I spent less time editing games and creating 

my own independent works instead. It also meant rendering times for animation frames 

decreased, as did the amount of work the computer did, leaving more time I could spend 

working. 

 A key influence on my delineation from a style with greater fidelity was my appreciation 

for games which employed simpler styles. Specifically I was inspired by titles like: Deimos 

Rising (2001), Halo: Reach (2010), World of Warcraft (2004), X3: Terran Conflict (2008), 

Schizm: Mysterious Journey (2001), Oddworld: Ade's Exoddus (1998), Monster Hunter Freedom 
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Unite (2008), Sacred (2004), and many others, both mainstream and independent. However, 

games were not my only inspiration. Using techniques I gathered and developed from my 

interpretation of video games, I would increasingly observe the natural world around me, 

wondering how I could recreate it in a simple, elegant form. 

 In my continued pursuit of making animation the most amount of fun possible, I began to 

question why I still spent so much time editing games while, back in Blender, I loathed certain 

aspects of creation. During my beginning moments in RPI's masters program, I attempted to 

solve the problems associated with these questions. Exploring Blender's game engine 

functionality was my first move. Since I spent so much time editing games, I thought I should try 

to make one myself. This way I wouldn't have to conform to manipulating my creations to fit 

within the technical framework of a someone else's game engine, or technical design.  

 Working with interactivity and real-time meant a new approach to development. With 

animation, I had to create everything as a single unit, which is to say that everything needed my 

intervention to function properly. If a character needed to move, I would have to literally move 

and animate them. In the gaming environment, I could create systems that allowed characters to 

move around on their own, or to move according to instructions given to them. Essentially, I 

could create ecosystems where the virtual environment could run on its own and change when 

called to do so. Game developer Michael Cook has been exploring this same area with his 

experimental game generator software named ANGELINA. It “uses computational evolution to 

produce game elements like level designs, or power-ups, and by simultaneously evolving these 

smaller game components it can design an entire game, with each component designed to fit with 

all the others.”25 His ecosystem is so advanced that it begins to formulate its own complex life 

                                                           
25 Michael Cook, 2013, "Creativity in code: generating rules for video games," ACM Crossroads 19 no. 4: 41. 
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and reality, something far beyond anything I have done, but an interesting and inspirational 

possibility for the future. This digital ecosystem development was the missing piece of joy that 

animation couldn't provide me. It also, once understood, knocked out all the downsides of 

working with computer graphics. No more waiting to see scenes rendered; what I changed or 

added appeared immediately. And because my visual style had been utilizing low-resolution 

assets, the transition into real-time was seamless. 

 It's worth mentioning that while I was searching for a development process and style I 

enjoyed, I was doing so in an unplanned manner. My choices were made as the need for them 

arose, or when I ran into obstacles along the way. This is understandable, because how could I 

plan a creative future for myself when I didn't know entirely what I was after? But this approach 

has become integrated as much in my art as in my life. As I begin a project, I start with what I 

know to be true first. For example: an idea, object, color, mood, sound, or image. While I work 

on building the grounding assets, a more concrete image of the final project comes into view. 

The more I add, the more the work tells me how to continue on and add to it. The process then 

becomes a dialogue with the artwork where I plant a seed and it tells me how it wants to grow, as 

opposed to forcing the piece within a specific blueprint. This is the reason I usually refrain from 

making any sort of preliminary concept art, not because I dislike it, but because it locks me into 

an initial plan, while I would rather see a piece develop more organically on its own. 
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Figure 4.2: Example of painted textures, showing base color (top), normal map (2nd from top), render without 
normal (3rd from top), and render with normal (bottom). 

 

 Another aspect of my process came out of my visual simplification. One of the reasons I 

wanted to restructure my style was so that I could take a more 'hands on' approach to creating. I 

found that too much of the rendered output was a product of the animation engine's complex 

algorithms.26 Basically, the computer was doing more work than I was, and that led me to 

question my role as the artist. In response to this dilemma, I quit using the complex render 

process and stuck to simpler forms of imagery. Using an electronic drawing tablet, I worked my 
                                                           
26 Examples of these complex algorithms include systems that calculate realistic light scattering, and reflections. 

These processes are expensive in terms of computer power usage. 
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textures into becoming more painterly. Studying the imagery in more visually simplistic games 

as well as the works of some painters, became a regular practice. One of my favorite painters is 

George Inness, an American landscape painter who lived from 1825 to 1894.27 His works are all 

beautiful, but the ones I find to be the most inspirational are his later, more impressionistic, 

paintings. It is in these works that he “prove[s] to what extent an artist can conform to reality 

without becoming a mindless photographer, and, on the other hand, how far he can go in the 

direction of simplification without losing significance.”28 Take, for example, Inness' Home at 

Montclair (1892). An glimpse of the scene shows that it is painted with some parts approaching 

clarity and other a hazy blur. The house and trees signal the presence of solid forms, but they 

fade into brush, snow, and atmosphere. This, along with the moody color palette, give rise to a 

painting that looks as though it is depicting an immersive feeling or an emotion, rather than a 

literal scene. This trait was something I wanted to utilize in my own works. So I practiced 

whenever I could. And as I become more comfortable with the painting process I even began 

hand-drawing textures known as normal maps, or textures that use the red, green, and blue 

(RGB) color channels to define how light wraps around a 3D model. These are traditionally 

generated with a super high resolution mesh of the desired object. It is through the process of 

making that I feel something can be learned about the subject as well as my connection to it, and 

the greater the connection, the greater the understanding I will have of the artwork. This belief is 

now fully integrated into my creative process. For example, when designing a sound scape, I go 

out into the world and make numerous field recordings. Sitting with the space that is providing 

me with material provides an embodied knowledge with the recorded data. When piecing 

together and processing sounds with my computer, I can recount the feelings associated with 

                                                           
27 Alfred Werner, Inness Landscapes, Watson-Guptill Publications, 1977, 12. 
28 Ibid., 15. 
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those sounds and the places they came from, helping me in choosing the right sounds for the 

mood I want convey. The same can be said of gathering reference material. It feels more 

authentic to me, experiencing the and seeing first hand the subjects I aim to recreate, to know 

them in life instead of from somewhere less personal to me, like the Internet. 

 The work of building a game and working with computer graphics has become somewhat 

addicting. The process is meditative, reflective, and extremely enjoyable. Arriving at this time in 

my life, when I feel as if I have solidified a process that fulfills my current being, is liberating. 

And even though it may change as I move on through life, I will always continue to identify with 

my dad's favorite saying, “If it's not fun, don't do it.” 

 

5. PAST WORK 

 Up until about a year ago, I had been working formally within the realm of 3D animation 

and, over the years, carving out my own style and techniques. I had been creating with 

computers since I was very young, but I only acknowledged the possibility of pursuing it in my 

final year of high school. It was then when I painstakingly drew my first animation on the 

computer. Line work was done pixel by pixel in Microsoft Paint, and the coloring and animation 

in Adobe Photoshop CS 3. This short animation was a personal adventure that took an entire 

semester to create, and depicted a beaver launching chicken drumsticks at a 'Catling gun,' or 

Gatling gun that launches cats. It is one of the first projects during which I proved to myself that 

not only could I make an animation, but I could also have a tremendous amount of fun in the 

process.  
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Figure 5.1: Stills from first digital animation, 2010 

 

 Life after high school did not end my relationship with digital animation, but I did find 

drift away from it for a while. In the fall of 2010 I enrolled at a community college, working 

toward my associates degree. I wanted to pursue animation, but Graphic Design was the only 

degree offered where I could create art with computers. Here I found myself drawing a lot and 

decided it was time to loosen up my style from tight, controlled lines to more free and expressive 

strokes. Color also began to become important, whereas before, it was secondary to the line 

work. In my final days at the community college, I created a brief web advertisement for a 

fictitious company selling interstellar colonization. It revitalized my love for animation and gave 

me the chance to further explore my new less rigid style. 

 Once I began classes at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, I devoted myself to learning 3D 

animation in the open source animation program Blender. I used just about every class I took as 

an opportunity to create something in Blender, steadily building up my competence and 

confidence in the program. I began by making complex scenes that required powerful machines 

and many hours to render a single image. This method was devastating to my love of digital 

animation, so I began simplifying my techniques, similar to the time when I simplified my 
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drawing style. My time working toward a bachelor's degree was largely spent searching for an 

animation style that made me the happiest. And out of it came three brief animations that 

progressively brought me closer to this goal. 

 The first was an attempt to deliver a message that went beyond a literal narrative. 

Malfunctioning Mammals Map the Mind (2013) followed a conniving conversation between a 

seal and killer whale, as the seal 'sells out' his friends to the hungry orca. The original conscious 

intent failed, but in its development I learned much about texturing, rigging, animating 

(including lip syncing), modeling, post-render special effects, and voice recording. While funny 

and cute, the story's underlying message was too complex and tacked on later as a means to 

make the project seem more than what it really was. 

 

Figure 5.2: Stills from Malfunctioning Mammals Map the Mind, 2013 
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The next project was never actually completed, but remains a key stylistic and technical 

landmark in my creative journey. Trip to France (2014) was a collaboration between Zach 

Appio, using 3D animation to recreate and alter the lyrics from a poem one of Zach's friends 

wrote. The crude and erogenous narrative tells of a man who travels to France to find the woman 

of his dreams. We masked the original plot by altering the characters and circumstances. The 

man became an anamorphic fox, his lover a beef sandwich wrap, and the love scene a steamy 

lunch. I used this opportunity to further refine my developing style to create colorful painted 

textures on simple and effective geometry. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Stills from my work on Trip to France, 2014 
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 The final animation was created for my senior thesis of my bachelors degree. Unofficially 

titled Haiku (2015) it told the story of harmonization between very different beings as three 

animals practiced the peaceful martial art of Aikido together. Using everything I had developed 

and learned in combination with ongoing experiments, I created this animation as a gift to my 

fellow Aikido practitioners who had helped me to reengage with my community and with 

myself. Through working with and constantly touching other people's bodies I found myself 

understanding and accepting my own, loving it for all its wonders and imperfections. The short 

animation runs for three minutes and twenty seconds and features a score written and preformed 

by my mother. After this animation was completed, I began my transition to real-time media and 

began pursuing a new project – WEATHERED. 
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Figure 5.4: Stills from Haiku, 2015 

 

6. DEVELOPMENT OF WEATHERED 

 When I began working toward my master's degree, I was a bit traumatized by past art 

classes that demanded that all works of art needed some kind of conceptual core. For a long time, 
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I rebelled against this notion and found it best to create work where any interpretation came from 

viewers instead of it being forced upon them by a preconceived concept. However, after some 

thought and a refreshed look at what I felt art was, I came to realize that the artist's original, 

preconceived concept of a work is important. However, for my work, it's not about creating a 

message solely for the purpose of feeding ideas to others, but to make something that is fully 

meaningful to me. Relying on my personal values, I can create something that expresses my 

feelings and beliefs, that I can then share with others. From that point, what matters in the 

presentation is what viewers find within the work that relates to their own feelings and 

experiences. They make the art work for them and hopefully find some piece of themselves 

within it. 

 Coming to this realization inspired me to create a piece that was built at last around some 

sort of concrete meaning or purpose, something that would resonate with my values and ideals. 

To aid in finding a meaningful concept I considered what is important to me, what inspires me, 

and what makes me happy, questions that, remarkably enough, I had never actually answered for 

myself before. I intentionally refused to dwell on negative forces and quarrels with the world to 

make this piece one of positivity. I began to forge a list of anything that made me happy or that I 

saw as important. During the span of a few weeks, I marked my answers in a journal. When 

progress on the list slowed down, almost to a stop, I figured that I had generated enough ideas, 

and I began to pull from those a central theme. Mulling over the list did not take long. Simply by 

writing the words on the list, I had already pieced together a generalized theme, something like 

an emotional average. Knowing that I had such a large number of things to be happy for, and that 

my life could have turned out a lot differently, was humbling. I remember eating out with my 

family, looking up from the list and seeing everyone smiling and laughing. It was these people 
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that made me the happiest, inspired me the most, and are the most important to me – my family. 

 

Figure 6.1: Pages from the list of important thing to me 

 

 With my family in mind, I thought of what I could do for them, what I could say. “Thank 

you” came up a lot. If it were not for my mother, father, and siblings, I would most likely never 

have recovered from the past trauma. I also knew, by talking with my mother, that she wanted to 

hear about our side of the divorce story, to know our memories and feelings, and not just the bad 
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ones. She was so busy trying to stay afloat working multiple jobs, fighting for custody, and 

taking care of four kids, that it was hard for her to get involved with our already distant lives. 

Also, because of my evasiveness after the divorce, I hardly spoke to anyone. So I decided to 

solve both of these issues at once and make something that opened up my story for the first time. 

 Once I had a central concept, I began fleshing out ideas on how to proceed. Making the 

work interactive was vital. I had just wandered into the gaming realm, and was enjoying working 

with it so much that I never wanted to leave. It then became a matter of what kind of game to 

make. 

 

Figure 6.2: Bell curve diagram 

 

 The first iteration was built around the idea of a simple two-dimensional bell curve that 

followed my path though abuse: losing who I was to survival and then finding myself again after 

facing the reality of what happened. The x-axis represented time, increasing from left to right. 

The y-axis described the distance from one's initial self. An x and y value of 0 represented birth, 

where you are born knowing exactly who you are, in a latent sense. As the curve moved linearly 

across the x-axis, the line became further from the initial height or point on the y-axis, and thus 

represented one moving further from oneself, this change being induced by an outside force.  At 

a certain point, there came an epiphany, and the character returned to the original self. This was 
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the general principal, and one of the few original aspects of the piece that stayed consistent 

through the entire project. 

 Moving forward, I started crafting many experiments within Blender's game engine, 

familiarizing myself with the new tools and figuring out how to create the imagery and 

mechanics I desired. Over the course of WEATHERED's development I had created more than 

eighty game experiments, each one built to test a specific function, technique, or concept. 

 Simultaneously, other forms of conceptual testing were being created. The first was a 

short poem that described, in an abstract fashion, the principal progression of the desired game. It 

was left fairly loose, in terms of the imagery, to allow for future modifications. Using the words 

as a guide, I filmed and edited an abstract video to further explore the emotional response I was 

looking for in the final piece. The video was made from underwater footage of food, dyes, fabric, 

plant matter, and a close-up of my face. All of these elements were then layered on top of each 

other and organized to best match the bell curve, poem, and my general sense of the piece. 

Colors moved from playful and bright, to dark and cloudy, to vibrant and energetic, all with a 

superimposed clip of my eyes open, shutting, wincing, and opening again. The sound was 

processed field recordings taped and edited myself in addition to a few pulled from an online 

library. To further accompany the poetic text, I digitally drew up some images to visualize ideas 

present within the poem. However, creating these images became more of a chore, and quite a bit 

less enjoyable than the experimental game study creation. For this reason, future endeavors into 

the piece's development stayed strictly within the context of games and interactivity. 
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Figure 6.3:  Stills from abstract film study, 2016 

 

 These studies fed the first full game concept. The idea behind it was to have a glowing 

orb-like object that could be controlled by the player. As it moved around in a blank white space, 

colors in the forms of crayon marks emanated from it and 'danced' around the screen. The joyful 

sounds of voices and chimes could be heard in the background. This would be the introductory, 

or birth, scene, where the orb is playing and finding itself. The environment would then 

transition into an industrial space ship, where the orb would be surrounded by metal to protect it 
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from its new harsh environment. There would be a single window so players could peer out into 

space and see themselves on a collision course toward a star. While residing on the ship, they 

would have to follow instructions to keep the ship from crashing while maintaining their 

increasingly cumbersome mechanical body. This whole section references the construction of 

armor and survival techniques to endure some uncontrollable and unnatural force. The next event 

would be the collapsing of the ship as it dissolves into the star. Crayon abstractions from the 

earlier segment would reappear to remind the player of where they once came from and help 

guide them into stripping off their metal exterior and ultimately end up where they began. As the 

final section, its goal was to describe the removal of the armor and reconnection with the self. 

 This plan turned out to be too complex, especially for the amount of time I had to work 

on it. It was also quite confused, almost like a disoriented collage, where many vastly different 

parts were pieced together. I felt that this structure made it difficult for the audience to piece 

together a coherent interpretation. It was time to revisit the concept, and see about simplification 

and unification of its ideas and symbols. 

 

Figure 6.4: Screen-captures of abstract game studies, 2016 

 

 While testing out the idea, I was also experimenting with control systems. I wanted my 

parents to be able to play the game, especially since they were the inspiration and initial 

audience. However, they have practically no experience with games or controllers, and 
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traditional control pads require a fair amount of muscle memory and practice to use effectively. 

It was also pointed out to me that they carry with them the baggage of games being about 

winning and losing, and the project had no such directive. In spite of this, I did make a few 

controller tests for my parents and others to play, watching how they worked the controller to 

achieve their goals within the game environment. I concluded that the traditional controller had 

to go. It was not until some time later that I found a form of user input that worked. This 

controller would essentially be a set of wings, the orientation of which would effect how the 

player character moves within the game. 

 This was also the time when I began thinking about how to present the completed piece. 

When conceived, the concept felt deeply personal and intimate, and therefore led me to want a 

form of presentation were people could immerse themselves within the narrative on their own 

terms. The idea then was to set up an array of laptops, all running the game, around a location 

where people could be invited to experience the work when and where they felt comfortable, 

without an audience watching over them. This, like many other parts of the project, would 

ultimately change in the end. However, I also looked at the way some other artists presented their 

interactive works to large groups of people. 

 One such artist, Mike Parsons, developed a navigable virtual city overpopulated with 

hand drawn surreal imagery and anxious percussion rhythms.29 The piece, titled HEY 

APPATHY! Video Game Art Virtual Metropolis (2012), utilized many hand drawn images 

wrapped onto a chaotic cityscape. In an effort of convey feelings of claustrophobia and tension, 

Parsons placed a large single-walled projection of his virtual world within a twenty by twenty 

foot square area, tightly enclosing a large audience of people. Furthermore, he used a standard 

                                                           
29 “3D Art Gallery Installation,” HEY APATHY! Comics & Art, Accessed April 5, 2017, http://www.heyapathy-

comics-art.com/3d-art.html. 
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game controller as the user interface, placed upon a pedestal in the middle of the room. The 

small controller placed within a space that restricts a large audience bolstered Parsons' goals with 

his work. I wanted the same for my work as well. However, his systems did not match my own, 

and I needed obtain a more open and freeing instillation. 

 Progress on the game was slow until, sometime during mid-summer of 2016, I went 

fishing with my dad and younger sister. We got up before daybreak, drove for an hour and a half 

to an incredible tucked-away reservoir, and cast our lines. Toward the end of our trip, my 

favorite bird, a great blue heron, flew out over the water near us. Watching it soar into a clear sky 

was the encounter that booted the project back up to full speed. I reworked the entire project 

around that heron. 

 The new trajectory positioned the player in the role of a heron taking off from land and 

soaring through the skies, while a singing voice emanated from their movements. As they 

experimented and figured out how to fly, they could build an individualized song of their flight. 

While this was happening, clouds would begin to form, clouds that had voices of their own. 

Slowly more would appear, drowning out the main character's song, until the clouds formed a 

storm and totally blocked it out. Simultaneously, the player's bird body would be moving further 

from the ground, a direct reference to the bell curve that established the whole project. Once 

consumed by the storm, the scene would become progressively darker and more noisy until the 

player broke through into the storm's eye, where the narrative would guide them up and out of 

the atmosphere, a process that would blind them as they were struck by bolts of lightning.  

 Later, awakening in outer space, the player would then be piloting a ship that must use 

the remnant echos of singing to guide them to them missing pieces of its hull. Clouds of dust and 

gas would distort and obscure the voice, while the dark side of a nearby planet flashed reminders 
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of the storm. Once the player had collected all of their lost pieces, the sun would rise on the 

planet and reveal the storm to be gone. This would allow for the opportunity to begin a descent, 

an action that would burn the metal plates off the ship, revealing the heron within. Upon 

reentering the atmosphere the setting would be the same as before, only more vibrant. The 

saturated colors aimed to represent a newly found and enhanced understanding of the same 

elements. Ultimately, this iteration felt more aligned with my main goals. However, it too was 

became increasingly complex and unorganized. 

 I created more experiments for this new framework; these focused more on the specifics 

of the final piece. A few of these, along with the game in its state at the time, were shown in the 

fall of 2016 graduate exhibition in an attempt to get feedback on their effectiveness. These 

experiments included one in which I made some basic networking communications between 

Blender and another open source program called Pure Data, an open source program primarily 

used for real-time audio creation. Game composer Leonard Paul uses this application quite a bit 

to build generative music systems for game audio.30 His demonstration of the patch he developed 

for Strange Loop Games' Sim Cell (2013) was actually my first exposure to Pure Data and its 

potential usefulness in real-time systems. Exploring this program paved the way for my 

formulation of an effective controller. In addition, I also took some intro flight courses and got a 

general idea about the feeling of soaring through air. 

                                                           
30 Leonard Paul, “Introduction to Game Audio,” Presentation at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, 

October 28, 2015. 
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Figure 6.5:  Screen-captures from game studies, 2016-2017 

 

 After more polishing and simplification, the piece ended up becoming more like and 

interactive movie or narrative. The interactions of the users were stripped to include only 

movement, an effect that actually worked within the context of the narrative. The player became 

limited to their own body and agency under control of the environment, with the exception of the 

single choice within the piece. The song and voices were replaced by a more ambient soundtrack 

made from hours of field recordings and folly effects. This led to the sounds becoming less 
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literal and more emotional. The eye of the storm and space sequence was dropped in favor of an 

abstract purgatory, vastly different from the rest of the visuals.  

 Removing the portion of the narrative where the player engages with objects and carries 

out tasks meant that they could experience the story without any confusion as to how they should 

engage with the piece. It also reduced a complex analogy to a simpler, more concise decision to 

be made by the players. There was as well an addition of flocking feathers, an amendment that 

re-invited the idea of piecing oneself together while simultaneously referencing the people who 

support and encourage one's recovery. These changes made the ground and bell curve reference 

redundant and unnecessary, and in the spirit of simplification, they were removed. The symbol of 

armor was also changed from a ship to a metallic sphere. And the last piece of content added was 

the beginning and ending segment, or the swirling clouds and colors, which represented a purity 

of spirit. I wanted this portion to be visually separate and more abstract from the more 

representational visuals that make up the majority of the work. 

 There is an argument that the narrative, or mission, in games must balance out with the 

level design, but few games achieve this due to a lack in historical development in progressive 

level design.31 Progressive here, refers to the building of levels, or scenes that expose users to the 

rules and mechanics of the system at an appropriate pace.32 My spaces within the game were 

quite complex in relation to the interaction mechanics, due in part to the simplifications, but 

there were also no in-game instructions to guide the users. The simplified controls would allow 

for less frustration as players “learned to fly” within vast emergent spaces, a combination that 

approaches a balance, of sorts, between the mechanics and levels.  

                                                           
31 Joris Dormans, "Integrating emergence and progression," In Think Design Play: Proceedings of the 2011 Digital 

Games Research Association Conference, Hilversum the Netherlands, 2011, 13. 
32 Ibid., 4. 
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 With the piece finally in a form that adequately supported its ideas, I needed to piece 

together a working controller, a controller that just about anyone could use without any 

predisposed knowledge or experience. Max Rheiner led a team of researchers and students in the 

production of a unique virtual reality interface for flight. They came up with the Birdly project, a 

bird-based flight simulator that places the user on a full-body bird apparatus complete with 

positionable wings, headset, headphones, fan, and resistance pistons.33 The experience has been 

described as, "comfortable because of the tactile control and physical feedback,” stressing the 

physical feedback aspect.34 It is the physicality that makes the controller so easy to figure out, as 

well as level out the accessibility curve for people of varying backgrounds and exposure to 

virtual reality and games. Anna Anthropy, video game designer and essayist, argues that modern 

commercial game controllers have evolved into devices that have had so many layers of 

complexly added over the years, that the mainstream games have become exclusive to only a 

small amount of people.35 The people who have grown up with the controller technology and 

have had the time available to learn it, are essentially the only ones with access to the games and 

their potential messages. This needed to be avoided at all costs, for I wanted everyone to have 

access to the work. The controller also needed to be untethered and wireless, to give users a 

sense of freedom and avoid the visual of being bound by cables. New-media artist Char Davies 

had a custom full-body controller built for her virtual reality pieces, Osmose (1995) and 

Ephémère (1998). This particular controller is described as being “the reason Davies' art 

succeeds to the degree that it does is because it embraces digital being and not digital 

                                                           
33 "SOMNIACS SA – Birdly®," Somniacs SA, Accessed April 5, 2017, 

http://www.somniacs.co.http://www.somniacs.co. 
34 Joshua Batson, "The Oculus Rift Made Me Believe I Could Fly," Wired, Last Accessed April 4, 2017, 

https://www.wired.com/2014/08/oculus-rift-birdly-fly. 
35 Anna Anthropy, Rise of the videogame zinesters: How freaks, normals, amateurs, artists, dreamers, drop-outs, 

queers, housewives, and people like you are taking back an art form, Seven Stories Press, 2012, 13 -14. 
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knowing.”36 In other words, allowing the user to use their “flesh and blood” essence, as a means 

of interaction, has far greater impact than utilizing an interface that requires some sort of training 

to operate.37 Her actual controller consists of a head-mounted-display and harness that used the 

player's balance and breath as the mode of navigation within her abstracted virtual worlds. This 

unique interface in conjunction with Davies' vision, visuals, and narrative led to a profound 

reaction from the audience. It is stated that “Immersants often feel as if they have rediscovered 

an aspect of themselves, of being alive in the world, which they had forgotten, an experience 

which many find surprising, and some very emotional.”38 This reaction was what I hoped would 

come from my own piece, and felt that using an embodied controller was key to achieving this. 

My first attempt at developing an interface was using a Nintendo Wiimote, or commercially 

available controller that allows for easy reading of 3D rotational values wirelessly. But after 

endless failed attempts to get it to communicate with my system, I moved on. With the help of 

fellow art graduate Jeremy Stewart, I connected an MPU5060 accelerometer and gyroscope to a 

miniature wireless computer called a Particle Photon. Code was uploaded to it that computed 3D 

rotational values of the MPU5060 chip. Basically, one chip measured its orientation, and the 

other used that information to find out exactly how they were positioned in space. This 

information was then sent over a closed network to a router, which then sent it to the computer 

linked to that router. This data was read by a small program I made in Pure Data that transcribed 

the raw data values recovered from the router to numbers readable by Blender. These numbers 

were then sent to Blender using the networking protocol Open Sound Control a networking 

protocol developed Adrian Freed and Matthew Wright in 1997 as a solution for modern 

                                                           
36 Laurie McRobert, 2007, Char Davies' Immersive Virtual Art and the Essence of Spatiality, Toronto: University 

of Toronto Press, 35. 
37 Ibid., 35. 
38 Osmose,” Immersive Inc., Accessed April 5, 2017, http://www.immersence.com/osmose. 
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synthesizers to communicate over high-speed internet technologies.39 

 However, issues arose with the retrieved values being terribly off with two of the axises. 

As a result, I had to set up the interaction to use only one axis, which allowed for only left and 

right movement. With a semi-working chip, I carved out of wood a set of simplified wings to 

house the hardware and provide users with a solid interface. It was painted white on top and 

black on bottom to establish how to orient the wings, reference the choice made within the 

narrative, and mask the hardware box underneath. The original plan involved making a bird 

sculpture that would act as the controller. However, while looking for a piece of wood to carve, I 

found myself wielding a two-by-four as if it were wings, and having a great deal of fun 

maneuvering it. If a bird body were to be placed in the center, it would throw off the balance and 

inhibit the joy of using the interface. The bodiless wings had the added benefit of disowning the 

wings from a bird; the body that possessed the wings became the user. 

                                                           
39 Matthew Wright, "Open Sound Control: an enabling technology for musical networking," Organised Sound 10, 

no. 03 (2005): 194. 
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Figure 6.6: Inspection of wing controller  

 

 Along with the controller I also needed to find a way to present it. My past idea was no 

longer fitting, as I began to see the project as more of a celebration. It needed an openness, 

something the intimate array of computers couldn't manifest. The idea to use the CRAIVE Lab 

came from Pauline Oliveros, a professor at my institution. I took a class in my second semester 
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with her, where the class aided in the production of her opera – The Nubian Word for Flowers 

(2016). A portion of the opera was presented in the CRAIVE. At the end of the semester, Pauline 

brought up that I should try and use the lab for something. This thought stayed with me for a 

while, until I finally asked about getting access to it. The CRAIVE's large but intimate, 360 

degree projection offered a large and immersive space, a space that would allow multiple people 

to experience the work at a single time, passing off the controller when they were finished. This 

space is basically a digital cyclorama. This is especially true since both have a narrative root in 

an epic struggle for survival.40 Mine being more abstract and Philippoteaux's being more literal. 

His The Battle of Gettysburg (1883) is one such example of a cyclorama that, like 

WEATHERED, uses a vast painterly landscape to draw an audience into a story of struggle. 

However, unlike Philippoteaux's piece, the CRAIVE has a sonic attribute. It houses a complex 

network of surround speakers that can really send out clear and immersive sounds. As an added 

bonus, the space is rarely used, leaving me the freedom to come and go as I pleased. Essentially, 

the CRAIVE was a perfect fit. 

 The final piece of the project was the title. It actually did not take long to come up with 

one. I searched for words similar to change, flight, survival, and an assortment of other terms. 

Weather caught my attention, and as I thought about it, the more perfect it seemed to fit. This 

single term defines change, endurance, and the literal force of nature. In my particular 

arrangement it describes a change after surviving a powerful and uncontrollable force, utilizing 

the past tense form to establish it as a memory. 

                                                           
40 Chris Brenneman and Sue Boardman, The Gettysburg Cyclorama, the Turning Point of the Civil War on Canvas, 

Savas Beatie, 2015, 8. 
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7. WEATHERED 

 

Figure 7.1: Promotional image for WEATHERED 

 Colors, swirling ever so calmly around you. Forms that look as if they could be clouds 

gently stretch and glide in an endless flow of peace. The rustle of a slight wind makes its way 

through the air and into your ears, accompanied by the long deep tones of bells. There is no 

conflict, no uncertainty, and no questions. There is only the space, and its meditation on the 

harmonious relationship between itself and you, a relationship that asks for nothing other than 

your presence. It is your birthplace and home, the point from which you and everything else 

begins. 

 Upon receiving your wings, the colors wash into a new space. This time a concrete scene 

with forms that are more recognizable, a scene in which you are now flying in the form of a 

single bird, mostly but not entirely resembling a great blue Heron. You find yourself high up in 

the air above a landscape bathed in the golden light of a bright sun. Weightless, your body glides 

seamlessly through a space of tranquility, the atmosphere. Below you rests a vast range of green 

mountains and hills spotted with reflective lakes and rivers. As they get further from your body, 

their colors begin to blend into the horizon, a band of yellow light that finds itself more blue the 

higher it reaches into the atmosphere. The only sound is the gentle rush of air over and through 

your feathers and past your ears. This is where you learn to fly. 
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 Playing with the orientation and motion of your wings, you try to discover how to move 

your body through the sky and achieve your desired motion and heading. After some trial and 

error, an embodied knowledge begins to manifest itself as the realization of what you are and 

how you function begins to set in. And once you know how to fly, you need only to think of 

where you want to go, and your embodied wings will take you there. 

 While this self-realizing flight is taking place there are two important things stirring in 

the background. The flock is the first to manifest. One by one a murmuration of objects begins to 

race and soar within the skies around you. Their feathery forms become known only after 

making some close flybys. Slowly they grow from a few seemingly disconnected entities into a 

unified mass moving in a synchronized dance all around you. These feathers, bird pieces, 

essential elements to flight, have an unknown origin. Their presence seems to be linked to you 

somehow, but they never make their intentions known. What does seem to be true is that the 

longer you fly the more they appear and join the flock. 

 The other developing background event is a terrible thunderstorm, and in contrast to the 

cavorting feathers, its intent is disruptive and menacing. As you, the heron, are exploring your 

surroundings and yourself, there is a growing storm front moving in. Its presence first begins to 

make itself known through the form of light clouds. A few begin to appear around you, briefly 

masking your vision and sense of direction. Their effects are short lived, unless you choose to 

dwell within them. Eventually the storm gets stronger, moving beyond small isolated clouds, and 

forms a cloud that slowly grows around you. Slowly but steadily, a dark orange cloud expands 

from above to all around you, filling the air with a dense fog that dulls your vision and envelops 

your body. It brings with it a change to sound of the air as well. The wind becomes more violent 

as the storm's uncontrollable nature swallows up your surroundings. And in a moment of 
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realization the fog is lifted, and sight that once was is now gone, replaced with swelling clouds 

and distant flashes of light. 

 At this point the only aspect of your flight affected by the storm thus far is your sense of 

direction. The surrounding clouds act as a blindfold, removing any point of reference you once 

had and leaving you lost in your own airspace. The direction you had found is gone. The clouds, 

a darker hue than the initial golden light, expand and swirl under the storm system's pressure, 

crackling with the distant pounding of thunder, a subtle reminder that not too distant from your 

current location the storm rages violently. It could at any moment get much much worse. The 

feathers, being light and fragile, have a harder time than you maintaining composure. The more 

time spent in the storm the less congregated the flock becomes. It is not long before rain begins 

to make an appearance, carrying with it the reality that the storm is only going to get worse. This 

sky you once played and learned to fly in is rapidly becoming a space of pain and terror. 

 In a sudden sonic flood, the rain grows stronger and louder. The wind, now more violent 

and turbulent, violently vibrates your body, as if to shake it apart piece by piece. It's influence 

prevents you from forming any kind of fluid movement. The sky grows into a black mass, 

drowning out all light and forcing you into total darkness. Your only point of reference comes 

from the ever increasing flashes of lightning that seem to be getting closer, louder, and more 

threatening. As the storm grows more aggressive, its attitude becomes more assertive. Not only 

is it rocking you into oblivion, but it has succeeded in pushing the feathers apart. The once 

frolicking dancers, now disorganized and sparse. 

 CRAAAAACK! It finally happens. The storm has struck you. The sheer shock 

temporarily disables you. You are no longer flying, or trying to, but falling, tumbling over and 

over. However, it does not last forever, for you recover and spread your wings once again, now 
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confused and afraid. Your body seems okay, but the free-flying feathers are nowhere to be seen. 

Those flowing forms you may not have understood, but could relate to are gone entirely. 

 CRAAAAAAACK! It happens again. The bolt hits you again, sending you into a spiral 

once again. You recover, as you did before, but not without any sort of protection. In the event 

that lightning returns, an umbrella of steel has materialized above your body. Its metallic plates 

glisten each time there is a flash, reminding you of its artificial nature. Its dedication to your 

protection is unyielding, maintaining its protective promise no matter where you go. When the 

super charged arcs of light return, you will be ready. Or so you thought. The storm, unchanging 

in its ways, strikes you again, and you find yourself in the same situation as before. Once you 

recover, the shell around you grows even more. It fractured surface slowly envelops your entire 

body. It is not until the next lightning strike that the shield seems to have an effect. 

 Unlike before, when the flash of light and blast of thunder subside, you are no longer 

flying through the storm. The turbid sound scape and the angry storm are missing. All that 

remains is you and your metallic shell. That is, until the rest of the scape fades in. You find 

yourself an a completely gray area with no elements except for two circles on opposing sides. 

Filling the space in-between is the muffled, distorted, and grumbling sonic remnants of the 

storm. It is in this unconscious space that you must make a conscious decision. 

 This – purgatory – houses only two simple entities aside from you, a white circle, and an 

opposing black circle. The decision that is to be made here is which one you would rather head 

toward, black or white, dark or light. Considering the darkness you just came from, it would 

seem that the light circle is the one to choose.  

 Turning your back on the black circle and heading toward the white one will cause it to 

grow, larger and then larger every moment you are focused on it. Not only does its size change, 
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but the space morphs as well. Gradually fading from the once neutral gray to a now bright white, 

blowing out the scene, your senses, and masking off the environment. While this now bright 

space may seem like the best choice, especially since you have literally turned your back on the 

dark one, it carries with it a price. Behind the white sphere is a dark halo, in a manner similar to 

an eclipse. This suggests that there is something sinister behind the safety you have chosen. This 

dark halo grows with the circle. As your world brightens it simultaneously grows more dark. 

Reaching out all around you, the cloudy halo curls its fingers out into space creating a gassy cage 

around you, its cloudy or foggy nature reminiscent of the past within the storm and a reminder of 

what you are really doing by choosing the white circle – hiding.  

 This stealthy tactic to avoid the darkness you came from leaves you both visually and 

sonically deaf, for the longer you remain with the false light, the quieter things become. All 

sounds fade to silence and the space washes out to white. Everything becomes nothing, and the 

purgatory becomes your reality. At least you are safe from the violence. The storm can never 

reach you as long as you cling to your back turned to it. Or so you may think. Just because you 

closed your eyes and covered your ears does not mean the storm is gone. In fact you may be in 

the most horrific and turbulent part but completely unaware and cut off while living within your 

shell. 

 After some time, you may notice that the white circle's growth halts. It size becomes 

stagnant and the hope for its safety can never be realized. Not wanting to remain within 

purgatory eternally, you may decide to do the unthinkable and change your heading toward the 

black circle, its simple form waiting ever so patiently behind you for when you were ready. As 

you break away from the white circle, your environment begins to rebound back to what it once 

was, gray and flat. The low rumbling finds its way back to your ears, and the misty cage 
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surrounding you dissipates.  Now with the black hole in your sights, a new course begins to 

unfold. Similar to the experience with the white circle the dark one gradually grows as you focus 

on it. However that is the only similarity. The low grumbling begins to become more intrusive, 

louder, and more distorted. Its deep reverberations scream at your body, just as the thunder did. 

And while the sounds become louder, the scene grows darker. The whole area around becomes 

dark, narrowing your focus as the black hole grows. Its deep value swallows the space as you 

approach what seems to be the storm from which you have been fleeing.  

 This time, growing with the environmental changes is a white halo around the swelling 

black hole. The glow swirls around as if it were a mass of cycling storm clouds, warping and 

skewing under the unchecked and uncontrollable forces of the weather. Striking out from this 

aura are pulsing bolts of lightning, reaching out into the void. Their form is frightening, but 

somehow calmer than the bolts from before. It is as if this force is not something you need to 

fear. Reinforcing this notion is the bright halo shining from behind the dark circle. These 

changes become more and more intense, as the black hole's scale increases. However, instead of 

it freezing at a certain point, it continues to swell larger with no end in sight until, after facing 

this darkness to the point where it is all you see and every part of it is known, it swallows up 

everything, including you. 

 Everything is dark. The turbid sounds fade away. You have made your decision, facing 

the storm, and seeing it as the violent, destructive, hateful, relentless, sad, and most importantly, 

uncontrollable force that it was. 

 A faint light begins to flood the space, staying directly in front of your heading. Its 

energy fills the space, revealing a swirl of clouds spiraling around as if you were moving through 

an atmospheric drain, flushing out the darkness surrounding you. The light becomes so bright 
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that even your shell of steel begins to deteriorate. Cracking open like an egg, it dissolves. Your 

wings stretch out and feel the air rushing around them once again, feathers fluttering. However, 

they appear different. Your wings and body are now solid white and glowing. As your metallic 

shell continues to erode, a long lost sight reemerges – the flock of flowing feathers. One by one 

they burst from your body. Free from the confines of the shell, they quickly begin to orbit your 

body, filling the now-vacant space around you. 

 It is not long until the whirl of clouds dissipates as you pass through the last bit of the 

storm. The thunderstorm is no longer a symbol of fear, but of the past. Its wounds are healed, and 

its scars faced. It can no longer harm you. 

 In a familiar but enhanced state you find yourself soaring over land once again with clear 

skies all around. The rivers glide through the hills just as they did at the start of you journey. The 

sky as open and free as ever, with not a cloud in sight. The wind softly whistles through your 

glowing feathers. And your body is free to move again, Although all of this may seem the same 

as it once was, it are not. The world's colors have become more saturated, the colors' vibrancy is 

far beyond what it once was. It is as if you are seeing everything the same, just more enhanced, 

and better understood. This is the only difference, for the flock is now circling much closer to 

your body than before. Their flocking is also quite a bit less amorphous. They are now soaring 

around your body in the shape of a bird, a larger heron, one in which you are the center. It then 

becomes clear that these feathers, these pieces of flight, have been a part of you from the 

beginning. As you were learning the ways of flight, and discovering yourself, the feathers were 

growing in number. The more you began to understand about yourself and the space you inhabit, 

the greater the size and tightness of the flock. And as the storm blew away your understanding of 

self, it fractured and eventually separated the feathers from each other and from you. Now that 
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they are free once more, and in a space of renewed understanding, they can be seen in a more 

concrete form. While your bird wings flap so too does the great heron's you are the core of. You 

now are aware of these pieces of yourself and your place as a part of them. Strengthening this 

realization becomes stronger, your body begins to glow, shining as a vibrant star as you soar off 

into the horizon a free spirit. 

 The colors and swirls, chimes and breeze from the beginning of your journey have 

returned – they have been found again. Thrown into the world, you began your journey with 

everything, finding your direction through play. A terrible force, building in the background, had 

eventually interrupted that journey and forced you into hiding as a means to survive. While 

residing in purgatory, you fled reality and reached out to an unobtainable false security. After 

realizing your static situation, you swallowed your fear and faced the events of your turbulent 

past. After immersing yourself in the reality of what happened, you journey continued back into 

reality, where you were reconnected with the parts of yourself that you began your journey with, 

only this time with a refreshed set of senses. Passing through the storm and facing it lead you 

back to a more vibrant and enhanced understanding of yourself. Your journey ends where it 

began, in peace. 
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8. THE SHOW 

 The actual showing of WEATHERED occurred on March 4th, 2017 at four in the 

afternoon and continued until eight in the evening. With the system set up and running smoothly, 

I was finally given the chance to slow down and open the work to the public. 

 

Figure 8.1: Photos from WEATHERED’s opening 
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Figure 8.2: Photos from WEATHERED’s opening  
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Letting go of WEATHERED and placing it in the hands of a crowd of people so far removed 

from it and its development was quite scary. However, as I watched people guide their bird 

bodies through the sky, bending and stretching their wooden wings in a manner similar to dance, 

I began see the project take on its full form. The audience it was built for finally joined with it. It 

was important was that they found their own meaning from the content, meaning unmediated by 

predisposed information. After talking with people, this started to become noticeable. Though 

many did not tell me specifics, there seemed to be a general atmosphere of positivity. 

 There were some key moments that I found rather enjoyable to watch unfold. The first 

being that when some people were faced with the choice between white or black circles, they 

went directly toward the white one, then waited and waited for something to happen. After some 

time stuck in purgatory they realized this was perhaps not the way to proceed, turned around, and 

faced the black hole. Another more personal moment was watching my parents play through the 

narrative. I hadn't told them anything about the project beforehand. I wanted it to be a surprise 

gift. Watching them play the story marked the end of a long journey and the beginning of 

another. At one point while my mother was playing, when she was sent to pergatory and 

confronted with the choice of circles, she went directly toward the dark one with no hesitation – 

an appropriate response, considering what she has been through, fought against, and recovered 

from. 

 Seeing people interact with my work is always initially frightening. It is as if I strip 

myself down in front of them and say, “This is who I am!” The fear of being judged, and 

exposing so much of myself is profound. However it is also short-lived and replaced with an 

insurmountable joy. Because it's the people who view and interact with my work that give life to 

it. Without the support of the audience, the work is nothing. It needs people to feel their way 
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around it, exploring and finding something of themselves within the piece. Only through an 

audience can a piece move outside of itself and begin to give back to the world from which it 

was created. And considering the army of people who aided my family, my mother, father, 

sisters, and brother, I am profoundly grateful that I was able to give something in return to them 

from my honest self. 

 

9. CONCLUSION 

 In my memory that precedes all others, a path is followed and narrative uncovered. The 

introductory blue creates a sense of birth and peace. As the bright yellow cartoon comes into 

view, it is as if a bright world in art is being discovered. But the colors become dulled, shut 

behind a large door, loosing themselves to darkness. A plastic curtain then moves in, masking the 

environment and encasing everything. However, it is while residing within the curtain that I turn 

to see a loving figure, showing me the way out and through the glowing window just beyond her. 

 My past, creative development, and WEATHERED all follow this journey of exodus and 

reemergence which has guided my path to an artistic awareness. Developing a visual and 

procedural style inspired me to make a decision about how I created, a notion that would slowly 

awaken a spirit of purpose, a why. The more I simplified and defined my technical practice, the 

more I began to realize the importance of meaning and intent behind a work. Where before I saw 

conceptual basis as a restriction to the audience and myself, later I realized that a work without a 

purpose severs my connection to it and leaves it a husk. My original mindset had been rooted in 

a lack of confidence and a general feeling of worthlessness in my own opinions and personal 

beliefs. Sharing the reasons behind a work seemed selfish and egotistical, and I saw the beliefs 

and experiences that birthed my creations as meaningless in the to others. Eventually I realized 
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that people actually want to listen to the stories behind a work; they want to know its founding 

experiences and reasons so that they might learn not only about the art or artist, but also of 

themselves through the timeless sharing of stories. It is not a matter of selfishness, but of 

compassion and sharing, whereby opening up yourself to our world of simultaneously great pain 

and joy brings a chance for a conversation that deepens our understandings of ourselves and one 

another. 
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 As I move forward, I take with me all that I have discovered about art, people, sharing, 

and myself. I am able to meld my values and beliefs with my creative practice to nurture works 

that give back to that which has given so much to me. As for WEATHERED itself, I would like 

to now take it out of the logistically exclusive CRAIVE Lab and open it up to as may people 

possible. Artist Vincent Serritella found that, after some time working in and outside galleries, 

the gallery scene in the art world had become an, “exclusive, members-only club that very few 

are fortunate enough to experience and enjoy.”41 He developed a program called Project 365, 

which involved making a new work every day and sending it off to the first person who asked for 

it free of charge.42 This, along with the concept of freeware, opens up works quite a bit more 

people than exclusive and costly instillation. Paralleling this idea of 'giving back' I feel that the 

next step is to port WEATHERED into freeware, allowing potentially anyone access to download 

and play it. Both virtual reality and PC versions can be made and released as open source 

programs, an action that will not only allow others a window into WEATHERED's narrative and 

message, but give them the same opportunity I had in taking apart games in order to find their 

own way into digital art. 

                                                           
41 Vincent Serritella, “What Art Has Taught Me About Life,” Vincent Serritella Artist, Last modified November 

10, 2015, https://medium.com/@vsartist/what-art-has-taught-me-about-life-71cf63043e9#.ebv13kif1. 
42 Ibid. 
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